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1. Sweet cider is
dance it is a great
love is, yea,
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when spinning down to
with candles lit and

Weymouth town by Ridge-way thirstily, and maid and mistress
partners fit for night-long revelry; and going home when
cross the lawn in darkness silently, a figure flits like

when, having drawn a-
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sum-mon-ing who tend the hos-tel-ry:
dawn-ing day peeps pale up-on the lea:
one a-wing out from the near-est tree:

Tenuto  Animato \( \text{m.s.} \)

O cy-der is a great thing to me, to me, a great thing to me, to me,
O danc-ing is
O love is, yes,

Tenuto  Animato \( \text{d=84} \)

a great thing to me! O cy-der is a great thing to me, to me,
O danc-ing is
O love is, yes,
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a great thing to me, to me, a great thing to me!